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Abstract 
The paper analyses the application of grammar knowledge representation of Bulgarian inflectional morphology. We 
present the implementation of inflectional morphology of Bulgarian possessive and reflexive-possessive pronouns 
using the semantic networks interpretation. It is focused on modelling the inflectional morphology of Bulgarian 
possessive and reflexive-possessive pronouns using the Universal Networking Language (UNL). The formal 
analysis and related encodings take into account the specific morphological and syntactic properties of possessive 
and reflexive-possessive pronouns, and represent their inflectional morphology interpretation with respect to the 
feature of definiteness. The definitions of presented inflectional rules are given after the detailed analysis of both 
semantic and grammar features of the related pronouns. The evaluation of generated inflected forms is given by 
some example words. The analysis of basic problems of rule-based inflectional morphology grammar representation 
of Bulgarian possessive and reflexive-possessive pronouns is offered, and the semantic network using rule-based 
knowledge representation and non-monotonic reasoning in UNL framework with related encoding is presented. The 
particular model is explained in terms of its linguistic motivation.  
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1. Introduction 
Natural language processing rule-based applications offer different insights for encoding of almost all grammar 
features, including different encodings of one and the same grammar feature in similar formalisms like the semantic 
networks. In this work, we present the application of inflectional morphology of Bulgarian possessive and reflexive-
possessive pronouns using the semantic network interpretation. 
 
2. The definiteness as an inflectional phenomenon  
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The standard Bulgarian language does not use cases for syntactic representation but it has very rich inflectional 
system – both for derivational and for inflectional morphology, and it uses prepositions and a base word form 
instead a case declination. It is considered to be a language using relatively free word order, so the subject can take 
every syntactic position in the sentence (including the last one). Another important grammar feature of Bulgarian is 
the feature of definite article which is an ending morpheme [1]. The fact gives a priority to morphological 
interpretations of definiteness in spite of syntactic since, and at the level of syntax, the definite article shows the 
subject (when it is not a proper name).  
At syntactic level, the definiteness in Bulgarian may express various types of semantic relationships like a case 
(to show subject), part-of-whole, deixis etc. The definite article can assign an individual, or quantity definiteness, 
and it has a generic use as well. The syntactic function of definiteness in Bulgarian is expressed by a formal 
morphological marker which is an ending morpheme [1]. It is different for genders however, for the masculine 
gender two types of definite morphemes exist – to determine a defined in a different way entities, which have two 
phonetic alternations, respectively. For the feminine and for the neuter gender only one definite morpheme exists, 
respectively. For the plural, two definite morphemes are used depending on the ending vocal of the main plural 
form. The following part-of-speech in Bulgarian take the definite article: nouns, adjectives, numerals (both cardinals 
and ordinals), possessive pronouns (the full forms), and reflexive-possessive pronoun (its full form). The definite 
morphemes are the same for all part-of-speech. Thus, our task is to present the related architecture and principles of 
a rule-based interpretation of the possessive and the reflexive-possessive pronouns inflectional morphology. 
3. Linguistic and computational approaches to inflectional morphology 
The traditional interpretation of inflectional morphology given at the descriptive academic grammar works [1] is 
a presentation of tables. The tables consist of all possible inflected forms of a related word with respect to its 
subsequent grammar features. The contemporary linguistic theories offer different approaches to formal presentation 
of a word segmentation and classification. They can be divided into two general mainstreams [2]: (i) The Word and 
Paradigm (WP) approach – which uses a paradigm as a central notion and a high-level constraint for word 
segmentation, and (ii) The Item and Agreement (IA) – which uses sub-word units (morphotactics) and morpho-
syntactic units as a central notion and a high-level constraint for word segmentation. However, the general 
morphological theory offers a segmentation of a word (Fig. 1) which consists of root to which prefixes, suffixes or 
endings are attached. In Bulgarian, all three types of morphemes are used. 
           
Fig. 1.  The word structure according to the general linguistic morphological theory.   
 
The standard computational approach to inflectional morphology is to represent words as a rule-based 
concatenation of morphemes, and the main task is to construct relevant rules for their combinations. Natural 
language processing applications use different techniques to represent phonological, morphological and syntactic 
knowledge. The sound alternations influence the inflectional morphology and as a result, they form irregular word 
forms. Thus, we have a rather unsystematically formed variety of regular and irregular word forms, which require a 
non-monotonic rule-based formal interpretation, and additional difficulties come from the fact that sound 
alternations can be occurred both in stems, prefixes, suffixes and also on their boundaries, which suggest extremely 
complicated solutions. 
4. The Universal Networking Language 
In the UNL approach, information conveyed by natural language is represented as a hyper-graph composed of a 
set of directed binary labeled links (referred to as relations) between nodes or hyper-nodes (the Universal Words 
(UWs)), which stand for concepts [3].  
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Universal Words represent universal concepts and correspond to the nodes - to be interlinked by relations or 
modified by attributes – in a UNL graph. They can be associated to natural language open lexical categories (noun, 
verb, adjective and adverb). Additionally, UWs are organized in a hierarchy (the UNL Ontology), are defined in the 
UNL Knowledge Base, and exemplified in the UNL Example Base, which are the lexical databases for UNL. As 
language-independent semantic units, UWs are equivalent to the sets of synonyms in a given language, approaching 
the concept of a synset used by the WordNet. 
Attributes are arcs linking node onto itself. They correspond to one-place predicates, i.e., functions that take a 
single argument. In UNL, attributes have been normally used to represent information conveyed by natural language 
grammatical categories (such as tense, mood, aspect, number, etc.). Attributes are annotations made to nodes or 
hyper-nodes of a UNL hyper-graph. They denote the circumstances under which these nodes (or hyper-nodes) are 
used. Attributes may convey three different kinds of information: (i) The information on the role of the node in the 
UNL graph, (ii) The information conveyed by bound morphemes and closed classes, such as affixes (gender, 
number, tense, aspect, mood, voice, etc), determiners (articles and demonstratives), etc., (iii) The information on the 
(external) context of the utterance. Attributes represent information that cannot be conveyed by UWs and relations. 
Relations are labeled arcs connecting a node to another node in a UNL graph. They correspond to two-place 
semantic predicates holding between two UWs and define semantic roles. In UNL, relations have been normally 
used to represent semantic cases or thematic roles (such as agent, object, instrument, etc.) between UWs. 
UNL-NL Grammars are sets of rules for translating UNL expressions into natural language (NL) sentences and 
vice-versa. They are normally unidirectional, i.e., the en-conversion grammar (NL-to-UNL) or de-conversion 
grammar (UNL-to-NL), even though they share the same basic syntax. In the UNL Grammar there are two basic 
types of rules: (i) Transformation rules – used to generate natural language sentences out of UNL graphs and vice-
versa and (ii) Disambiguation rules – used to improve the performance of transformation rules by constraining their 
applicability. The UNL offers a universal language-independent and open-source platform for multilingual 
applications [4]. The applications of inflectional morphology for some other Slavonic languages like Russian [5] are 
available as well. 
4.1. Representing inflectional morphology in UNL frameworks  
The UNL specifications offer types of grammar rules particularly designed to interpret inflectional morphology 
both with respect to the prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and to the sound alternations taking place during the process of 
the inflection. Thus, UNL allows two types of transformation inflectional rules: (i) A-rules (affixation rules) apply 
over isolated word forms (as to generate possible inflections) and (ii) L-rules (linear rules) apply over lists of word 
forms (as to provide transformations in the surface structure). Affixation rules are used for adding morphemes to a 
given base form. They are used for generating inflections or derivations.  
There are two types of A-rules: (i) simple A-rules involve a single action (such as prefixation, suffixation, 
infixation and replacement), and (ii) complex A-rules involve more than one action (such as circumfixation). There 
are four types of simple A-rules: (i) prefixation, for adding morphemes at the beginning of a base form, (ii) 
suffixation, for adding morphemes at the end of a base form, (iii) infixation, for adding morphemes to the middle of 
a base form, (iv) replacement, for changing the base form. The proposed application was made within the 
framework of the project ‘The Little Prince Project’ of the UNL Foundation aimed to develop UNL grammar and 
lexical resources for several languages based on the text of the book ‘The Little Prince’. It offers the interpretation 
of inflectional morphology which uses complex A-rules for adding, suffixation, prefixation and replacement. 
The UNL interpretation of the possessive and reflexive-possessive pronouns defines 5 word inflectional types 
every one of which uses its own rules to generate all possible inflected forms for the number and definiteness.  
5. The semantics and the grammar features of possessive pronouns  
The semantics of the possessive pronouns in Bulgarian includes various relationships like: possession (depending 
whether it is an object or a subject of possession), part-of-whole, relational, etc. The main semantic relationship of 
the possession varies depending whether it is referred to the possessor or to the thing being possessed [6]. Only the 
full forms of the possessive pronouns have inflection [7]. The full forms of the possessive pronouns are: ’moj’ (my), 
’tvoj’ (your), ’negov’ (his), ’nein’ (her), ’nash’ (our), ’vash’ (your), ’tehen’ (their). They have the grammar features 
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of person, number, gender, and definiteness. The inflectional morphology of possessive pronouns is given at Fig 2. 
The grammar feature of person is not inflectional and expresses information both at the level of syntax and at the 
hypertext level through agreement. The full forms imply information both about the possessor and the object being 
possessed using agreement in number and gender. The grammar feature of definiteness expresses the information 
about the possession at the syntactic level using agreement. The features of gender and number of the definite article 
are different from the gender and number features of the possessive pronouns, themselves. The former are 
inflectional whereas the later are not inflectional, even both they can express agreement. 
5.1. The UNL encoding of Bulgarian possessive pronouns inflectional morphology 
The only available published source code of the inflectional morphology of Bulgarian possessive pronouns is 
given at [8] and presents an inheritance semantic network which uses the DATR language for lexical knowledge 
presentation [9, 10]. It also offers an account of sound alternations [11]. The interpretation is based on the 
adjective’s encoding [12] and takes as a starting point a linguistic motivation, in particular the priority of one or 
another grammar feature. Thus in DATR account, the feature of gender is accepted as a specific trigger to change 
the values of the inflected forms for the features of number and definiteness. The DATR account of Bulgarian 
inflectional morphology offers space semantic networks representation [13] as well.  
 
Fig.2. Bulgarian possessive pronouns’ inflection.  
 
In our UNL account of the possessive pronouns, we accept as a starting point of the encoding the inflectional 
grammar features: gender, number and definiteness, according to which the inflectional rules are presented. The 
grammar features which are not inflectional (like person and non-inflectional gender) are presented as invariables 
(according to the UNL formalism definitions) and are included in the UNL dictionary database. In further 
description, we are going to use the notation defined by the UNL specifications [3]. 
We are starting with the definition of the inflectional rules for the pronouns ’moj’ (my) and ’tvoj’ (your) which 
belong to one common inflectional type*. It realizes one phonetic alternation (the transition of ”j”-”0”) during the 
process of the inflection. The rules present the definitions of the masculine, feminine, neuter and plural undefined, 
and defined inflected forms. 
 
MCL&PST&DEF:="j">"ja"; 
MCL&PST&DEF:="j">"jat"; 
 
* Here and elsewhere in the description we use Latin alphabet to present morphemes instead Cyrillic used. Because of mismatching between 
both some of typically Bulgarian phonological alternations are assigned by two letters, whereas in Cyrillic alphabet they are marked by one. 
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FEM&PST:="j">"ja"; 
FEM&PST&DEF:="j">"jata"; 
NEU&PST:="j">"e"; 
NEU&PST&DEF:="j">"eto"; 
PLR&PST:="j">"i"; 
PLR&PST&DEF:="j">"ite"; 
 
The pronoun ’negov’ (his) does not realize phonetic alternations during the process of inflection. Its inflectional 
grammar rules define the masculine, feminine, neuter and plural undefined, and defined inflected word forms by 
attachment of the gender, plural or definite morphemes to the base word form. 
 
MCL&PST&DEF:=0>"ija"; 
MCL&PST&DEF:=0>"ijat"; 
FEM&PST:=0>"a"; 
FEM&PST&DEF:=0>"ata"; 
NEU&PST:=0>"o"; 
NEU&PST&DEF:=0>"oto"; 
PLR&PST:=0>"i"; 
PLR&PST&DEF:=0>"ite"; 
 
The pronoun ’nein’ (her) realizes one phonetic alternation (the transition of ”i”-”j”) during the process of the 
inflection. The inflectional rules for masculine, feminine, neuter and plural undefined, and defined inflected word 
forms are as follows: 
 
MCL&PST&DEF:="in">"jn",0>"ija"; 
MCL&PST&DEF:="in">"jn">"",0>"ijat"; 
FEM&PST:="">"in">"jn",0>"a"; 
FEM&PST&DEF:="in">"jn",0>"ata"; 
NEU&PST:="in">"jn",0>"o"; 
NEU&PST&DEF:="in">"jn",0>"oto"; 
PLR&PST:="in">"jn",0>"i"; 
PLR&PST&DEF:="in">"jn",0>"ite"; 
 
The pronouns ’nash’ (our) and ’vash’ (your) does not realize phonetic alternations during the process of the 
inflection. It uses the same inflectional rules as for the ’negov’ (his). The only difference is that the inflectional rule 
for neuter gender undefined and defined forms are as follows: 
 
NEU&PST:=0>"e"; 
NEU&PST&DEF:=0>"eto"; 
 
The most complicated inflectional rules are for the pronoun ’tehen’ (their) which realizes two phonetic 
alternations during the process of the inflection only for the feminine and neuter gender (which are interpreted by 
applying the rules for replacement), and one phonetic alternation for the masculine and plural inflected forms. 
 
MCL&PST&DEF:="en">"ni",0>"ja"; 
MCL&PST&DEF:="en">"ni",0>"jat"; 
FEM&PST:="en">"na","e":"ja"; 
FEM&PST&DEF:="en">"na","e":"ja",0>"ta"; 
NEU&PST:="en">"no","e":"ja"; 
NEU&PST&DEF:="en">"no","e":"ja",0>"to"; 
PLR&PST:="en">"ni"; 
PLR&PST&DEF:="en">"ni",0>"te"; 
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6. Bulgarian reflexive-possessive pronoun in UNL 
The semantics of the reflexive-possessive pronoun combines the semantics of the possession relationship and that of 
the reflexivity. That means, it expresses the possession relationship between the possessor (defined by the subject in 
the sentence, and agreed with it in gender and number) and the thing being possessed (to which the pronoun is 
referred, and agrees in gender and number). The reflexive-possessive pronoun is one and it has a full and a short 
form, and both they can be used with respect to the agreement. However, only its full form ’svoj’ (-self) has the 
inflectional grammar features of gender, number, and definiteness (Fig. 3), which are similar to that of the adjectives 
and the possessive pronouns. So that, our formal UNL interpretation is consistent with the encoding of the 
possessive pronouns ’moj’ (my) and ’tvoj’ (your) and is exactly the same. 
 
 
Fig.3. Bulgarian reflexive-possessive pronoun’s inflection. 
 
The all possible generated inflected word forms of the reflexive-possessive pronoun ’svoj’ (-self) are as follows: 
 
base form = "svoj" 
MCL&PST&DEF:="svo_ja"; MCL&PST&DEF:="svo_jat"; 
FEM&PST:="svo_ja"; FEM&PST&DEF:="svo_jata"; 
NEU&PST:="svo_e"; NEU&PST&DEF:="svo_eto"; 
PLR&PST:="svo_i"; PLR&PST&DEF:="svo_ite"; 
7. Conclusion 
The above formal description forms a UNL encoding which describe the inflectional morphology of Bulgarian 
possessive pronouns and the reflexive-possessive pronoun. According to the defined grammar rules, it is possible to 
generate all possible inflected forms. The pronouns, themselves, are defined at the UNL dictionary by their base 
forms and their non-inflectional features of gender and person. Following the definitions of the given rules, we can 
generate the queries which are all possible inflected word forms. 
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